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LEGAL INTERPRETATION, ITS CONCEPT AND STRUCTUR
© 2010 M. Beliaev
In the article the author investigates legal interpretation, exactly subjects, main forms of his activity
strategies, his functions. As a new scientific result of this research has been integrated concept of
legal interpretation formulate. This type of interpretation has been as creative, renovational, in legal
reality happened process described.

TO A QUESTION ON A CATEGORY “THE SUBJECT OF PUBLIC LAW”
© 2010 E. Milova
In clause some aspects, concerning categories “the subject of public law” are mentioned, the concept
of “the public subject” is given, different kinds of public law subjects are defined.

ON THE CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DEBTOR
OF THE OUTSTANDING MONEY OBLIGATIONS
© 2010 A. Maksurov
Discusses the various cases of the clients of banks and other credit organizations, not to fulfil their
obligations and their validity.

THE MAIN DIRECTIONS OF THE FUNCTIONING OF THE INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL
FRAMEWORK IN THE FIELD OF INVESTMENT ACTIVITY IN THE REGION
© 2010 S. Samsonov
In this article author considers economic and legal essence, basic directions of the functioning of
domestic institutional-legal mechanism in the sphere of investment activity of region.

ABOUT THE LAW OF VALUE. THE CONCEPT OF TWO ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC BALANCES
© 2010 A. Alpatov
The article concerns one of the urgent issues - the research an objective laws economical systems.
The aim of this article is to present of most clear picture about the law of value. The author also made
an attempt to analyze two spheres of its action.

Вопросы экономики и права. 2010. № 2

RIGHT TO REPRESENTATION AND RIGHT TO DEBATE - STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
OF PARLIAMENTARISM
© 2010 V. Tokarev
The author considers the current problems of representative democracy in the interpretations of
classics of political and legal thought of Modern Time. The basic attention is given to value of discussion
for decision-making by legitimate representatives of people.

CUSTOMS SERVICES AS RESULT OF INTERACTION PRIVATE AND PUBLIC
IN THE CUSTOMS LEGISLATION
© 2010 G. Kolesnikov
Such form of interaction of private and public subjects as rendering of customs services is considered.
Author’s definition of customs services Is offered, their characteristic features are developed. The
maintenance of the administrative rules establishing the order of rendering of customs services is
analyzed.

WAR AND THE STATE: DYNAMIC AND SUBSTANCIAL2NAВ BASICS
POLITICS SOCIETY CONCEPT
© 2010 Y. Rodikov
Analyses the political and legal concept of war, the nation, and the Nationalist revolution German
philosopher Ernst Ыngera. Examines the historical background of this theory explains the value of its
basic concepts. Opens the link political ideas Ыngera with politico-legal practice, Nazi Germany and
the prospects for their application in the modern world.

